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Abstract. 
 
What is power, how do people behave when they have it, how is it affected by gender, but 
most importantly, how does the addition of optional issues affect the negotiation process? 
There is plenty of literature about power, power dispersion, and gender differences in a 
negotiation setting; however, how the addition of optional issues affects power, and the 
negotiation process, is something that has not yet been thoroughly investigated. To provide 
answer to these questions, a negotiation game was created “The Sandwich Bar,” in which 
participants had to negotiate over five mandatory issues, and had the option to negotiate over 
3 additional issues. It was predicted that powerful negotiators would attain better outcomes 
than their less powerful counterparts, and that male negotiators would attain better outcomes 
than their female counterparts. It was also predicted that powerful negotiators would share 
more information with their less powerful counterparts, while the less powerful negotiators 
would withhold information from their powerful counterparts, due to feelings of distrust. 
Another focal question of this investigation was whether the addition of optional issues would 
lead to a more integrative resolution. To facilitate this process, negotiators were allowed to 
share all available information at their disposal. Results from this investigation confirm that 
powerful negotiators attained better outcomes than their less powerful counterparts, as well as 
the less powerful negotiator experienced less feelings of trust compared to their powerful 
counterparts. Results showed no significant difference between gender, the amount of 
information shared, withheld. There were no significant differences between the amount of 
additional issues utilized by the powerful in the boss benefits and boss sacrifices conditions. 
 
Keywords: mixed-motive interaction, bargaining, value creation, value claiming, group 
negotiation, power asymmetry, dictator decision rule 
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The influence of power and additional issues on reaching a mutually beneficial agreement. 
Integrative bargaining: a negotiation strategy on expanding the pie. 
 
Bikes are the most common method of transportation in the Netherlands, and not 
owning one can seriously hurt your wallet, because using public transport regularly can be 
quite expensive. A job opportunity takes you to the Netherlands and to maximise your 
financial budget, you want to buy a bike to save as much money as possible for your holidays. 
You checked online and found someone selling a bike and you make an appointment with the 
owner of the bike. You want to get the best deal you can for your money, but the owner has his 
own interests in mind. He wants to maximize the value of his asset. After haggling for a while 
you have managed to come to an agreement with the owner, but how much better could this 
deal have been if both sides had made use of integrative bargaining? The owner could have a 
spare lock, a helmet, or knee pads he’d be willing to sell with the bike, maybe he could have 
given you some lessons or suggestions about cycling in the Netherlands in general. These 
extra issues could have made the deal more beneficial for both parties, creating a win-win 
situation. 
 
Currently in organizations there has been an increase in the complexity of work 
relationships and organizational decision-making. This has placed unprecedented pressure on 
managers to become effective negotiators (Lewicki, Barry, Saunders, & Minton, 1999). In 
organizational settings, handling joint problem solving between two parties in a way that is 
beneficial to the parties involved is an important topic within social and organizational 
psychology (Basadur, Pringle, Speranzini, & Bacot, 2000). The scenario above is an example 
of distributive bargaining, where a negotiator shares as little information as needed in order to 
maximize his/her own outcome. This sort of situations happen in organizational settings all 
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the time, with employees and employers trying to maximize the terms of the negotiated 
contracts. Employers hold a position, role or a title that grants them power, because of the 
control they can exert over the negotiated outcome. Luckily, negotiations don’t always have 
to be of the distributive nature, they can be integrative as well. Fisher and Ury (2012), 
describe in their seminar book “Getting to Yes” that it is important to first expand the pie, 
before dividing it, that is, to create value, before claiming value. Creating value can be done 
by adding additional issues to the deal, issues that involve larger gain to one side, than the 
cost they involve to the other party. The main goal of this study is to answer the following 
questions: how does the addition of optional issues affect the negotiation process, and how 
does power affect this value creation process? In other words, who is likely to create value, 
the boss or the subordinate? In order to provide an answer to these questions, this study will 
first explain the different types of negotiations, negotiation processes, negotiation outcomes, 
followed by the effect of power on the negotiation process, and how it is affected by gender. 
The importance of negotiation stems from the field research of Francois de Callieres, 
who wrote the world’s first book on negotiation in 1716, called “On the Manners of 
Negotiating with Princes”. Callieres observed how the fate of all the different states of time 
depended on the good or bad skills and conduct of their negotiators. Furthermore, Callieres 
analogy still continues to play a strong influence in today’s highly competitive global 
economy, clearly stating that the skills and conduct of the negotiator are critical factors, which 
can determine whether an organization is successful or not (Benoliel, 2014). 
 
Negotiation Types, Processes and Outcomes. 
 
Negotiation is the way in which people decide to exchange material goods or 
services with each other. It is seen within organizations as a strategic interaction between the 
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agent and the actor, driven by economic motives, and is best practiced by rational and 
unemotional actors (Curhan & Elfenbein, 2006). Negotiation processes and negotiation 
outcomes are the two most consistent variables in the negotiation research, making their 
appearance in almost every documented study. Negotiation processes refer to negotiation 
behaviours, cognitions, emotion and motivations. Whereas, negotiation outcomes refer to the 
distributive and integrative components of the negotiation (Thompson, Wang, & Gunia, 
2010). Distributive outcomes are the result of distributive bargaining, a strategy aimed for the 
bigger slice of the fixed pie value, where one party increases its own personal outcomes at the 
cost of the counterpart’s outcome, creating a win-lose situation. Integrative outcomes are the 
result of integrative bargaining, a strategy aimed to expand the pie, to find solutions that are 
beneficial for all the parties involved in a negotiation, creating a win-win situation. Expanding 
the pie refers to the idea that the pie is not fixed and that in the presence of multiple issues, the 
pie can be expanded for win-win outcomes or there can be pie-shrinking for lose-lose 
outcomes (Amanatullah, Morris, & Curhan, 2008). 
One way to create value is by expanding the pie, which can be done by adding issues 
to the deal. The introduction of new issues to the negotiation can result in joint gains or other 
unanticipated solutions. Another way of creating value is by dividing complicated issues into 
smaller, more manageable sub-issues, which make it easier to reach an agreement. Different 
issues have different costs and risks linked to them, and how the negotiator chooses to 
evaluate these costs and risks will ultimately determine his/her course of action (Schwebach 
& Morgan, 1995). However, the addition of issues can yield one-sided gains in combination 
with power. Power can be used to keep an issue/item off the negotiation table or force one 
into it that is beneficial only to the power holder. For example, a boss bargaining with his 
employee about the contract terms, can add or keep issues to the negotiation table that are 
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beneficial for both parties or keep issues out of it, which will ultimately lead to the 
exploitation of the employee (Sebenius, 1983). 
Distributive bargaining is a competitive negotiation strategy often used to decide the 
distribution of a fixed resource. The assumption under this condition is that there are 
insufficient resources to be shared, and the pie cannot be expanded, so the more a party gains, 
the more the other party loses. Negotiators under these conditions are more likely to allocate 
more resources to themselves than to their counterparts, operating under a zero sum 
assumption (Basadur, Pringle, Speranzini, & Bacot, 2000). 
Integrative bargaining is a negotiation strategy where the parties involved work 
together to find a win-win solution for their dispute. This strategy focuses on developing 
mutually beneficial agreements based on the interests, needs, desires, concerns and fears of 
the parties involved. Outcomes of integrative bargaining are often more satisfactory than 
those of distributive bargaining (Basadur, Pringle, Speranzini, & Bacot, 2000). An example of 
integrative bargaining is the story of the two sisters who fought over a single orange, both 
wanting the whole orange. Their mother ended their dispute by cutting the orange in half, and 
gave each sister one half. This outcome represents a compromise. However, the outcome 
could have been a win-win solution if the mother had asked the girls why the wanted the 
orange, what their interest were. This is because one of the girls needed the orange for the 
juice and the other needed the rind to make cakes. The integrative solution would have been 
giving the whole juice to the one sister and giving the whole rind to the other, therefore fully 
satisfying the needs of both sisters (Fisher & Ury, 2012). 
One of the main focusses of our investigation is to see how the addition of issues 
affect negotiation processes. Schwebach and Morgan (1995), argue that the addition of issues 
gives negotiators the opportunity to make concessions on one issue for compensation in 
another leading to win-win resolutions. However, negotiators can also take this opportunity to 
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exploit their counterpart by adding issues which are beneficial only to them or by providing 
their counterpart with as little information as possible, about what they get out of negotiation. 
For example, a boss negotiating the new wage of his employee based on his productivity. 
When the employee is aware of how much his productivity is worth to the boss, he/she is less 
likely to get exploited. However, when the employee is unaware of how much his 
productivity is worth, he/she is more likely to get exploited by the boss. 
 
The basis of organizational power. 
 
Keltner, Gruenfeld and Anderson (2003) define power as having the capacity to alter 
a person’s behaviour through rewards or punishment. Rewards can be in the form of materials 
such as food or money, or in the social form such as affection or friendship. Punishment also 
can be administered in a material way such as job termination or physical harm, and in an 
emotional way such as verbal abuse. Power is known to affect a negotiator’s performance, it 
gives the negotiator the ability to distribute resources in an agreement, and is a critical 
component for achieving success in negotiations. It is for this reason that the negotiation 
literature is filled with recommendations on how to increase one’s power position (Kim, 
Pinkley, & Fragale, Power dynamics in negotiation, 2005). Previous research suggests that 
there are five basis of power that influence the relationship between an agent and the target 
within organizations. Reward power is the ability to provide benefits to a target (e.g. salary 
raises, bonuses, praise, recognition, and promotion). Coercive power is the ability to provide 
punishment to a target when the target does not comply (e.g. demotion, firing, reprimanding, 
social rejection, and shaming). Legitimate power is the lawful authority which the agent has to 
prescribe behaviour to the target, determined by the hierarchy in the organization (e.g. junior 
managers report to senior managers, and senior managers report to directors). Expert power is 
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when the agent possesses special expertise or knowledge. Referent power is the amount of 
influence the agent has over the target’s emotions, attitudes and self-esteem (French & Raven, 
1959; Somech & Drach-Zahavy, 2002). 
 
The effect of asymmetric power dispersion on the negotiation process 
 
Many of the documented studies investigating power and gender make use of mixed-
motive interactions. Mixed-motive interactions are situations where there is conflict between 
two or more parties and their motives, these motives being cooperation or competition 
(Thompson, Wang, & Gunia, 2010). Magee, Galinsky and Gruenfeld (2007) investigated the 
influence of power on negotiations. Participants had to recall a situation where they had felt 
powerful or powerless, thus priming participants with a sense of power. Participants were then 
randomly assigned to two different conditions (high power vs low power) in a mixed-motive 
negotiation game. Results from their study reveal that participants who felt more powerful 
started the negotiation more often, by making the first offer or by making the opening 
argument, in comparison to those who felt less powerful. 
Greer and van Kleef (2010) studied the effects of power dispersion, when it 
facilitates group interaction or when it harms it. They argue that high power dispersion (when 
an individual has more power than the others in the group) facilitates conflict resolution, 
because it serves as a heuristic for the distribution of resources, and facilitates coordination. 
High power dispersion can also impair conflict resolution, because it creates feelings of 
inequality, injustice and increases intergroup competition. They manipulated power dispersion 
(high power vs low-power), and found that high power dispersion works best for low power 
teams, and low power dispersion works best for high power teams. Power struggles occurred 
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in the high power dispersion and high power teams, and in the low power dispersion in low 
power teams, which had negative consequences for conflict resolution. 
Kim and Fragale (2005) researched the effects of power dispersion (high vs low), 
relationship contribution (equal vs unequal) and bargaining zone (small vs large), using a 
mix-motive game, and by manipulating the bargaining zone, the range or area in which an 
agreement is satisfactory for the parties involved. Results from their investigations show, that 
negotiators who contribute more into the relationship (e.g. giving the counterpart access to an 
attractive financial opportunity) increased their counterparts’ dependence on the relationship, 
this increased the negotiators power, which allowed the negotiator to attain better outcomes. 
Another interesting finding was how the bargaining zone affects the effectiveness of power. 
Results showed, that the effect of high power become less influential, and the effects of 
relationship contribution become more influential, as the bargaining zone grows. Therefore, 
high power led to better outcomes, than contributing to the relationship when the bargaining 
zone is small. However, when the bargaining zone is large, contributing to the relationship led 
to better outcomes, than those of having high power. 
The literature suggests that individuals with power benefit more and gain better 
outcomes, than individuals with less power; therefore, it is predicted that (H1) powerful 
individuals will achieve better individual outcomes than those without power. 
Powerful individuals are more prone to making the first move. Therefore, they are 
more likely to be the first to add new issues to the negotiation and more likely to make 
concessions on issues, when they benefit from it or suffer less, than their counterparts. 
Subsequently, making their counterparts more dependent on the relationship, allowing the 
powerful to claim a bigger slice of the expanded pie. In this case, it is expected that (H2) the 
powerful will utilize the additional issues more when they benefit from them, and less when 
they suffer from them.  
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Power takes many forms and therefore influences negotiations in numerous ways. 
Power also influences cognitive processes such as stereotypes, which are relevant for 
negotiations when the negotiators have different genders (Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 
2003). 
 
The effect of gender on the negotiation process 
 
Gender is another source of power (Thompson, Wang, & Gunia, 2010). Gender 
needs to be activated or made salient in order to have an influence or an effect in a 
negotiation. However, women suffer more under these conditions, as they are viewed as being 
less capable negotiators. This perception is caused by stereotype (Kray, Galinsky, & 
Thompson, 2002). Stereotype treat refers to the knowledge of the negative stereotypes that 
exist of one’s group, and that knowledge alone can impair performance on job-relevant tasks. 
Knowledge of the stereotype causes anxiety, lowers expectation, and reduces performance; 
therefore, confirming the stereotype (Steele, 1997). 
Bowles, Babcock, and Lai (2007) investigated gender differences in initiating a 
negotiation. Participants were assign to the role of a recruiter, whom had to evaluate written 
reports or a videotape from students applying for an internship. They could read or see, which 
student had initiated the negation. Results from this experiment suggest that women are less 
likely to initiate a negotiation when the evaluator is male, but when the evaluator is female, 
women initiate the negotiation as often as men do. Men penalized women more than they did 
other males for initiating negotiations, and women penalized all participants for initiating 
negotiations. Bowles and colleagues (2007) argued that this effect is caused by nervousness, 
as women tend to be more concern with how their actions may affect or damage important 
working relationships; therefore, they could end up missing on attractive work opportunities. 
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This research highlights how intrapersonal (e.g. perception, gender), interpersonal (e.g. affect, 
tactics, and relationship) and organizational factors affect decision making, and why most 
studies of power are based on these factors. 
Kray, Galinsky and Thompson (2002) state that the best way to demonstrate that 
women were just as capable or perhaps better than men, was to fight fire with fire. They 
would empower members of the disadvantage groups with a set of cognitions that would 
allow them to increase their chances of success at the bargaining table. They conducted two 
experiments. In experiment one, they manipulated the negotiation task by linking success to 
feminine traits (stereotype activation). In this case women negotiated more aggressively, and 
achieved better outcomes than when success was not associated with any gender. In 
experiment two, they manipulated the negotiation task by linking stereotypically masculine 
and feminine traits to inadequacy. When poorer negotiation outcomes were linked to feminine 
traits, men outperformed the women; and when poorer negotiation outcomes were linked to 
masculine traits, women outperformed the men. These results demonstrate the effects that 
mere activation of positive and negative stereotypes have on negotiation processes.  
Kray, Reb, Galinsky, and Thompson (2004) conducted further research on how 
gender, and power affect negotiations. They manipulated gender stereotype activation 
(explicit vs implicit), gender (male vs female), and power (high vs low). The results 
confirmed that the mere activation of a stereotype can improve one’s outcomes, meaning 
women achieve better outcomes when success is linked to feminine traits, and for men when 
success is linked to masculine traits. However, when the stereotype is activated in an explicit 
way the disadvantage group then displayed more counter stereotypic behaviours; meaning that 
they behave in a way that would prove the stereotype wrong. This resulted in better 
negotiation outcomes for both men and women of the high-power condition, when the explicit 
stereotype activation was masculine. Both men and women worked more aggressively 
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towards achieving their personal goals, increasing overall competiveness; behaving more in 
line with distribute bargaining outcomes (win-lose). Nevertheless, when feminine stereotypes 
were activated, negotiators showed more concern for their counterparts, cooperated more and 
achieved better joint-outcomes; which are more in line with integrative bargaining (win-win). 
These results illustrate the effects of not just power and gender, but also how counter 
stereotypic behaviour (stereotype reactance) can effect and increase one’s personal outcome 
or joint-outcomes. 
Based on the study of Kray and colleagues (2004), feminine traits are associated with 
more concern for others, cooperation, and better joint-outcomes (win-win), than masculine 
traits. However, there is substantial evidence suggesting that women achieve lower outcomes 
than men in negotiations, except when gender is activated or when success is linked to gender 
stereotypes; therefore, it is predicted that regardless of condition (H3) men will achieve higher 
outcomes than women. The study of Bowles and colleagues (2007), showed that women are 
less likely to make the first move in a negotiation when their counterpart is male. According 
to these findings, women are more likely to wait for their male counterpart to add new issues 
to the negotiation; therefore, missing out on the opportunity to expand the pie themselves, and 
gain higher outcomes. 
Further literature reveals how intrapersonal factors (e.g. power and gender) also 
affect negotiation processes, but sometimes the focus of the negotiator goes beyond that of 
economic outcomes. Negotiators sometimes choose to instead focus on interpersonal factors 
(e.g. motives, subjective value, trust, tactics, and relationship; McGinn & Keros, 2002). 
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The effect of sharing information sharing and trust. 
 
Trust is defined as the willingness of a person or party to accept vulnerability to the 
actions of another person or party based on the expectation that the action will be reciprocated 
back to the trustor (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). Not sharing information undermines 
trust, which is an essential component of effective organizations and negotiations. Trust is 
very important, as it provides several benefits to an organization such as the ability to 
influence attitudes, perceptions, behaviours, and performance outcomes in organizational 
settings (Dirks & Ferrin, 2001). Kimmel, Pruitt, Magenau and Carnevale (1980), argue that 
the more trusting negotiators are, the more information they share with their counterparts 
about their preferences and priorities; therefore, increasing the change of integrative 
outcomes. Distrusting negotiators on the other hand, will be less willing to share information 
out of fear that their counterpart will take advantage of the shared information, and use it to 
further his or her own agenda. Violations of trust are not unusual, especially when the 
negotiator stands to gain a better outcome than their counterpart (Thompson, Wang, & Gunia, 
2010). 
Sharing information is an important component required for building trust and 
cooperation when the aim is to reach an integrative agreement (Anderson & Thompson, 
2004). Research on information sharing show, how motives influence behaviour. Individuals 
who are motivated to increase or maximize their personal outcomes in comparison to that of 
the group are known as pro-self individuals. There are other individuals as well, who are 
motivated by the desire to increase the outcome of the group, these are pro-social individuals. 
Pro-self individuals share information with the group only when they benefit from it, or when 
it increases their personal outcomes. Furthermore, pro-self individuals implement a strategy 
called strategic impression management, where they share information that is already known 
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to the group or they share unimportant information; simulating cooperation, when they are in 
fact not cooperating at all. Pro-self individuals withhold or lie about the information they 
possess, even though they know the information is relevant to the group; they do this under 
the assumption that it will help them increase their personal outcomes, and keep their 
information advantage. Pro-social individuals on the other hand cooperate more, share more, 
because they care about the group’s outcome (Steinel, Utz, & Koning, 2010). 
In this study, it is predicted that powerful individuals will engage more in strategic 
impression management, sharing unimportant information, for the purpose of maintaining 
their information advantage, and achieving higher outcomes. This allows the powerful 
individuals the ability to distribute larger slices of the pie. In this case, it is expected that 
regardless of condition (H4a) powerful individuals will share more information than those 
without power. On the other hand, negotiators with no power will be less willing to share 
information out of fear that their counterpart will use this information to further his/her own 
agenda. It is predicted that regardless of condition (H4b) individuals with no power will 
withhold information from the powerful. Therefore, negotiators with no power will be less 
trusting of the powerful negotiator. In this case, it is expected that (H5) negotiators with no 
power will be distrusting of the powerful negotiator. 
 
Method 
 
The hypotheses were tested in an experiment, which consisted of three different 
dyadic groups (one-man vs one man, one-woman vs one woman, or a man vs woman), and 
three different conditions, to which participants were randomly assigned to; the first one 
benefit (boss benefits vs boss sacrifices), the second one is role (boss vs employee), and the 
third is gender of the boss (male vs female). The groups received clear instructions about the 
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negotiation game, and conducted a face-to-face role-play negotiation with integrative 
potential, which was developed specifically for this study. 
 
Development of the negotiation exercise 
  
The Sandwich Bar, a dyadic negotiation game, inspired by the literature on the effects of 
power (e.g. Magee, Galinsky & Gruenfeld, 2007; Greer & van Kleef, 2010), was developed 
for this study. The asymmetric power dispersion within the Sandwich bar was very clear (see 
below). The game was tested by one of the experimenters of this study using the Spanish 
version, while the experimenter was in Spain. Based on the feedback from the researcher and 
the participants, the game was fine-tuned before it was used in this study. 
 
Participants and design 
 
Three-hundred and fourteen participants (N = 314) gathered from a wide variety of 
places (e.g. universities, bars, acquaintances, relatives) agreed to participate with this 
negotiation research. The sample consisted of n = 180 women and n = 134 men (mean age in 
years = 27.69; SD = 12.47). A total of 157 dyads were formed composed of three different 
dyadic groups, 74 mixed-dyads (one-man vs one woman), 30 male dyads, and 53 female 
dyads. 
The negotiation game consists of two different conditions, one in which the boss 
benefits from the additional issues (B+, 76 dyads), and another where the boss sacrifices on 
the additional issues (B-, 81 dyads). Participants were randomly assign to the different 
condition, and the manipulation of power was given to a different gender every time to keep 
the power distribution within gender as equal as possible. Gender distribution for the powerful 
individual was: 44.6% male, and 55.4% female in total. In the mixed dyadic group n = 40 
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men and n = 34 women were assigned to the powerful role. The game is a 2 (benefit: boss 
benefits vs boss sacrifices) x 2 (role of the game: boss vs employee) x 2 (gender of the boss: 
male vs female) in which the first and the latter two factors were manipulated between dyads, 
and the second factor was manipulated within dyads. The hypotheses were tested as follow: 
the (H2) using an independent sample T-test, the remaining hypotheses were tested using a 
paired sample T-test. 
Participants played a negotiation game with either an unknown person, a friend, a 
partner or a relative. All participants signed an informed consent before starting with the 
negotiation (see Appendix 1). After reading the informed consent, participants could decide if 
they wanted to take part in this investigation. Once the negotiation has ended, participants are 
informed about the purpose of the investigation (see Appendix 2), and in case they want to 
know the results, they can write their email down on the back of the informed consent. 
The independent variables in this experiment are power dispersion (role of the 
game: boss vs employee), benefit (boss benefit vs boss sacrifices), and gender of the boss 
(male vs female). Power dispersion was manipulated through the instruction, as half of the 
participants were assigned to role of boss, and were explicitly told: “you are Mark/Mary and 
you are the Boss, if you cannot agree on a solution for a problem, then you, the boss, have to 
decide which solution to choose.” Benefit was manipulated by randomly assigning a boss to 
a boss benefits and boss sacrifices condition. Gender was manipulated twice in this 
experiment: gender of the boss and gender of subordinate. In this experiment, the 
distribution of male and female bosses was kept as equal as possible.  
The dependent variables are the individual outcomes, joint outcomes, results from 
the manipulation check (Appendix 3), and the demographic questionnaire (Appendix 4). 
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Procedure 
 
 The data has been collected from both a negotiation exercise (see Appendix 5), and 
a demographic questionnaire (see Appendix 4). The negotiation exercise has 2 different 
conditions one where the participant is assign the role of boss (powerful) or employee 
(powerless), and the second manipulation is one where the boss benefits from the optional 
issues (B+), or the boss sacrifices on the optional issues (B-). There is also a demographic 
questionnaire containing questions about personal information, the participants’ subjective 
opinion on the experiment, as well as a short version of the Dutch Test for Conflict Handling.  
The negotiation exercise is played in dyads, where one participant plays the role of 
the boss and the other participant plays the role of the employee. Each participant is given and 
instructions about their respecting roles before beginning with the exercise (see Appendix 3). 
The one playing the role of boss is told explicitly that he or she is the boss! and “If you cannot 
agree on a solution for a problem, then you, the boss, have to decide which solution to 
choose.” This is done to influence the participants’ perception of power. The participants 
were told that they could talk about everything, but were not allowed to show each other’s 
pay-off schedule. The exercise contains eight negotiable issues, five are mandatory and need 
to be resolved, three are optional, and can be ignore if the participant chooses to. Participants 
are instructed to come to an agreement for the five mandatory issues. The issues differ in 
importance for each role, this is reflected in the amount of points that can be gained with each 
issue. The issues work shifts, day closed, sandwiches, and cleaning schedule are integrative 
issues, while division of tips is a distributive issue. The optional issues are ingredients, 
stroopwafels, and juice are distributive. The pay-off for the optional issues is different for the 
boss benefits and the boss sacrifices conditions. For example, in the boss benefits condition 
the boss can only gain points from these issues. For the boss sacrifices is different, here the 
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boss looses precious points, if he were to yield to any of his counterparts wishes. However, 
win-win resolution can be reached through log-rolling. The maximum amount of points a boss 
can gain in the boss benefits condition is 27, in the boss sacrifices condition is 15. For the 
complete pay-off schedule (see Appendix 5) 
The exercise takes approximately 30 minutes to complete. After the negotiation is 
done, participants have to fill in a demographic questionnaire. This questionnaire contains 
questions ranging from (0 = not at all to 7 = very much). This questionnaire takes 
approximately 5 minutes to fill in. After the negotiation, participants had the option to choose 
for money, something to eat or a beverage up to max €3. 
 
Measures 
 
Individual outcomes. The minimal amount of points achieved by a Mark/Mary was -
2, and a maximum of 27 (M = 10.68; SD = 5.52). Louis/Lisa had a minimum of -7, and a 
maximum of 25 (M = 6.79; SD = 5.19). 
Joint outcomes. The minimal joint outcome achieved was 12, and a maximum of 24 
(M = 17.47; SD = 2.27). 
Manipulation check for perceived power dispersion. Perceived power difference 
was measured before and after the negotiation. The first check was measured during the 
instructions, where participants had to identify who the most powerful member of the team 
was before starting the negotiation. They could choose from the following answers: 
“Louis/Lisa,” “Mark/Mary,” and “We are equally powerful.” 
The second check was measured using the post negotiation questionnaire. 
Participants had to answer the following items: “During the negotiation, I could basically 
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decide whatever I wanted,” “In the negotiation, I had a powerful position,” and “In the 
negotiation, I was dependent on the other player in order to reach a deal.” 
Concern for other. The Concern for other was obtained using the post negotiation 
questionnaire. Concern for the other was measure with the item “In the negotiation, I found it 
very important to take the other’s interest into account.” Concern for oneself was measure 
with the item “In the negotiation, I found it very important to take my own interest into 
account.” Concern for the joint outcome was measure with the item “It was crucial to me that 
the other gets a good deal as well.” 
Conflict handling. The negotiation behaviour of the participants was assessed using 
a short version of the Dutch Test for Conflict Handling (DUTCH), which differentiates 
between different conflict styles (De Dreu, Bianca, Steinel, & Van Kleef, 2007). Problem-
solving was measured using three items (e.g., “I worked out a solution that best served my 
own as well as the other’s interest”), forcing using three items (e.g., “I fought for a good 
outcome for myself”), yielding with two items (e.g., “I adapted to the other party’s goals and 
interest”), compromising with two items (e.g., “I strove whenever possible towards a 50-50 
compromise”), and avoiding with two items (e.g., “I tried to avoid a confrontation with the 
other”). Answers were averaged in their stablished scales, Yielding (Pearson’s rs were .57, .57 
for Louis/Lisa and Mark/Mary, respectively, all p < .01), Compromising (rs were .48, .49, all 
p < .01), Forcing (Cronbach’s alphas were .86, .85, respectively), Problem solving 
(Cronbach’s alpha were .78, .80), and Avoiding (rs were .54, .55, p < .01). 
 
Results 
 
Manipulation check 
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Manipulation check for power dispersion. The first check was measured during the 
instructions, where participants had to identify who the most powerful team member was 
before starting the negotiation. This was done correctly by 92.4% of the participants in the 
power condition (Mark/Mary), and 89,9% of the participants in the powerless condition 
(Louis/Lisa). 
The second check was measured using the post negotiation questionnaire. On 
average participants in the powerful condition reported higher levels of perceived power (M = 
4.40; SD = 1.09), compared to those in the powerless condition (M = 3.78; SD = .89). 
Manipulation check for Concern for other. A descriptive analysis was conducted 
showing the amount of concern experienced by the powerful and the powerless during the 
negotiation. Powerful individuals reported being more concerned for their individual outcome 
(M = 5.45; SD = 1.28), and their joint outcome (M = 5.30; SD = 1.47), than with their 
counterparts’ outcome (M = 4.36; SD = 1.44). In the powerless condition individuals reported 
in a similar manner, showing more concern with their individual outcome (M = 5.31; SD = 
1.25), their joint outcome (M = 5.31; SD = 1.41), and reported less concern for their 
counterparts’ outcome (M = 4.12; SD = 1.39). 
 
Effects of asymmetric power dispersion 
 
It was predicted that individuals with power would achieve better/higher outcomes 
than those without power (Hypothesis 1). To test this hypothesis a paired sample T-test was 
conducted, comparing the individual outcomes of Mark/Mary with Louis/Lisa from both boss 
benefit and boss sacrifice conditions. Results show a significant main effect for power: higher 
individual outcomes for those with power (M = 10.68; SD = 5.52) compared to those without 
power (M = 6.79; SD = 5.19), t(156) = 4.65; p <.01. 
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Effect of power dispersion, benefit, and additional issues 
 
It was predicted that additional issues would be utilized more often when the 
powerful benefits from them, compared to when they suffer from them (Hypothesis 2). To test 
this hypothesis an independent T-test was conducted, comparing the amount of additional 
issues utilized by the boss benefit with the boss sacrifices conditions. Results show no 
significant main effect between the boss benefit (M = 1.71; SD = 1.09) and boss sacrifices (M 
= 1.52; SD = 1.06) condition in the amount of optional issues utilized during the negotiation, 
t(155) = 1.12; p = .27. 
 
Effect of gender 
 
It was predicted that men would achieve better/higher outcomes than women 
(Hypothesis 3). To test this hypothesis a paired sample T-test was conducted, comparing the 
individual outcomes of men with the individual outcomes of women in the mixed dyadic 
group. Results show no significant main effect for gender between the outcome of men (M = 
9.41; SD = 5.84) and women (M = 8.45; SD = 5.74), t(73) = .74; p = .46. 
 
Effect of sharing and withholding information 
 
It was predicted that powerful individuals would share more information, than those 
without power for the purpose of maintaining their information advantage (Hypothesis 4a). To 
test this hypothesis a paired sample T-test was conducted, using the post negotiation 
questionnaire, and comparing the means of the perceived amount of information shared by the 
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powerful and powerless. Results show no significant main effect for the amount of 
information shared by the powerful (M = 5.91; SD = 1.12) and the powerless (M = 5.89; SD = 
.99), t(156) = .109; p = .91.  
It was expected that individuals with no power would withhold information from the 
powerful (Hypothesis 4b). To test this prediction a paired sample T-test was conducted, using 
the post negotiation questionnaire, and comparing the means of the perceived amount of 
information withheld by the powerful and the powerless. However, results show no 
significant main effect for the amount of information that was withheld by the powerful (M = 
3.63; SD = 1.42) and the powerless (M = 3.85; SD = 1.40), t(156) = -1.48, p = ,14. 
 
Effect of trust  
 
It was predicted that negotiators with no power would be more distrustful of their 
powerful counterparts (Hypothesis 5). Tot test this hypothesis a paired sample T-test was 
conducted, using the post negotiation questionnaire, and comparing the means of the 
perceived levels of trust between the powerful and the powerless. Results show a significant 
main effect for trust: higher levels of trust for individuals with power (M = 5.15; SD = 1.29) 
compared to those without power (M = 4.88; SD = 1.38), t(156) = 2.29, p = .02. 
  
Discussion 
 
The main goal of this study is to answer the following questions: how does the 
addition of optional issues affect the negotiation process, and how does power affect this 
value creation process? In other words, who is likely to create value, the boss or the 
subordinate? Schwebach and Morgan (1995), argue that the addition of issues gives 
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negotiators the opportunity to make concessions on one issue for compensation in another 
leading to win-win resolutions. However, negotiators can also take this opportunity to exploit 
their counterpart by adding issues which are beneficial only to them or by providing their 
counterpart with as little information as possible, about what they get out of negotiation. The 
idea was to investigate how the addition of optional issues would affect the negotiation, would 
the powerful make use of these issues only when they stand to gain from them, or will they 
look for the mutual beneficial agreement and utilize the optional issues when they know they 
will suffer from them? To investigate this, a set of hypotheses were created, and a mixed-
motive interaction (the negotiation game) was conducted, using dyadic groups, sampled from 
the general population. According to the study of Schwebach and Morgan (1995), adding 
issues to the negotiation could result in joint gains or other unanticipated results. However, 
Sebenius (1983) warned that when the addition of issues is paired with power, this would 
result in one-sided gains for the power holder, which seems to be what happened in this 
investigation, due to the power component of the negotiation exercise. Under normal 
circumstances, it is believed that adding issues to the negotiation process would lead to more 
integrative resolutions (Fisher & Ury, 2012; Schwebach & Morgan, 1995). 
According to the literature of power dispersion (i.e. when an individual has more 
power than the others in the group), power dispersion can facilitate conflict resolution, 
because it serves as a heuristic for the distribution of resources, and facilitates coordination. 
However, having high power dispersion can also impair conflict resolution, because it creates 
feelings of inequality, injustice and increases intergroup competition (Greer & van Kleef, 
2010). The idea was to investigate how someone with absolute power would utilize his/her 
power during a negotiation. Would he/she strive to maximize his/her personal outcome, or 
would he/she look for a mutual beneficial agreement? 
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The first hypothesis (H1) predicted that powerful individuals would achieve better 
individual outcomes than those without power. Results from the paired sample T-test support 
this hypothesis, showing that powerful individuals did claim better outcomes than those 
without power. These findings are in line with the previously mentioned research of power 
dispersion. Having power allowed the powerful negotiator the ability to distribute resources 
during the negotiation, thus allowing the powerful to attain better personal outcomes. It seems 
that given the opportunity, people will strive to maximize their own personal outcome, from 
an evolutionary perspective, one could argue that maximizing one’s own personal outcome 
gives one an advantage over others, or maybe it’s just human nature. 
The second hypothesis (H2) predicted that additional issues would be utilized more 
often when the powerful individual stands to benefit from them, than when he/she suffers 
from them. Results from the independent T-test rejected this hypothesis, showing no 
significant difference between the amount of issues used by the bosses in the (benefit vs 
sacrifice) conditions. Does this mean that an all powerful boss does not care whether he/she 
stands to suffer of benefit from the addition of optional issues, because he/she knows that 
he/she has the power to influence his/her personal outcome? The studies from Sebenius 
(1983), Galinsky and colleagues (2003) support this idea. It could be argued that when 
looking at the payoff schedule, the negotiator evaluated the costs and risks attached to the 
mandatory and optional issues in such a manner, that it led him/her to engage in a more 
distributive manner. Results from hypotheses 1 and 2 support this assumption, which led to 
one-sided gains for the boss in both the boss benefit and boss sacrifices conditions. The 
literature on power explain that the possession and experience of power leads directly into 
taking action. Powerful individuals experience less social constrains, power activates the 
behavioural approach system, leads to emotional disinhibition (e.g. expressing what they 
feel), power leads to less deliberation (e.g. less doubt, more action). Thus the possession 
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and/or experience of power gives the powerful the ability to utilize the additional issues 
without fear of negative consequences, because he/she can choose the best possible outcome. 
Maybe is not about winning (i.e. greed), maybe is about not losing (i.e. avoiding negative 
feelings), or maybe is about both. 
The third hypothesis (H3) predicted that regardless of condition, men would achieve 
better outcomes than women. Results from the paired sample T-test rejected this hypothesis, 
showing no significant differences between the individual outcomes of men and women in the 
mixed dyadic group. However, results showed that men gained on average higher outcomes 
than women. According to the literature gender needs to be activated or made salient for it to 
have an effect in a negotiation. However, in this investigation, gender was not activated or 
made salient. This could be the reason why men achieved on average higher outcomes than 
women. Perhaps if gender would’ve been activated, women could have had similar outcomes 
or even better outcomes than men. The literature also suggest that women show more concern 
for others, cooperate more strive for better joint outcomes, compared to men. Following this 
reasoning, women could have opted to be more cooperative from the beginning of the 
negotiation and pursued their individual outcome less aggressively than men. 
The fourth hypothesis (H4a) predicted that regardless of condition, powerful 
individuals would share more information than those without power. Results from the paired 
sample T-test rejected this hypothesis, showing no differences in the amount of information 
shared by the powerful and the powerless. The other hypothesis (H4b) predicted that 
regardless of condition, individuals without power would withhold information from the 
powerful, out of fear of been exploited. Results from the paired sample T-test rejected this 
hypothesis as well. It could be that both parties engaged in strategic impression management, 
sharing unimportant information for the purpose of maintaining their information advantage. 
This could give both participants the perception that they were open when sharing 
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information, while they in fact were not. This could explain why the reported mean of both 
the powerful and the powerless were similar, or it could be the complete opposite, with both 
participants been open and genuine from the beginning of the negotiation. 
The final hypothesis (H5) predicted that negotiators without power would be 
distrustful of powerful negotiators. Results from the paired sample T-test support this 
hypothesis, showing a difference in the perceived amount of trust experienced between the 
powerful and powerless negotiator. Sharing information and trust are closely related as 
discussed in the article of Dirk and Ferrin (2001), where they how trust increases the chance 
of integrative outcomes, influences attitudes, perceptions, behaviours and outcomes in both 
personal and organizational settings. At the same time, violations of trust are no unusual 
during negotiations, especially when the negotiator stands to gain something out of it as 
discussed by Thompson and colleagues (2010). It is for this reason that results from the fourth 
hypothesis (H4) and the fifth (H5) were particularly interesting. On the one hand, one could 
argue that the less powerful of the negotiators was open and did share information, hoping to 
reach a mutual beneficial agreement (integrative outcome). However, results from the first 
hypothesis (H1) show this was not the case. Powerful individuals attained better outcomes 
compared to those with less power. Could the powerful negotiator have been taking advantage 
of the less powerful one? Could this be the results of well implemented strategic impression 
management? Or is this simply the effect of absolute power? For some reason the negotiator 
with less power reported feeling more distrusting of the powerful negotiator. The less 
powerful negotiator must have sensed something was off during the negotiation to explain 
their reports, perhaps the feeling that they were been exploited? It would be interesting to find 
out what the cause these feelings of distrust. 
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Strengths and limitation 
 
The research of power dispersion has often been done in laboratory settings. 
However, a strength of this investigation is the use of mixed-motive interaction in a real life 
environment (e.g. pubs, library, universities), using a sample from the general population. The 
downside to this was the majority of the participants had a relationship with their counterparts 
(e.g. acquaintance, friend, romantic, family). This could have been avoided in a laboratory 
setting. However, in real life situations, its not uncommon for negotiators to know each other 
(e.g. boss and employee).  
The experiment had its clear limitations as well. The mandatory issues and the 
optional issues were on the same page; therefore, I believe that participants simply starting 
reading at the beginning/top of the page and finished reading at the bottom/end of the page 
without making a clear distinction between the mandatory and the optional issues. It could 
also be the result of sunk cost, where one wants to continue on a previous investment. In this 
case the participant started with the negotiation, and he/she simply continued, because he/she 
had already invested in the other issues. Participants had the option to leave the negotiation at 
any given time. However, none of the participants used this strategy to gain a stronger 
position at the bargaining table. This could be attributed to poorly designed instructions or to 
lack of attention from the participant. It would also be interesting to know who was the first to 
use the additional issues in the negotiation, which is an unknown variable in this 
investigation. 
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Suggestions for future research 
 
Future research should try to balance the scales of power a bit more, making the 
parties involved more dependent on each other; therefore, making the mutual beneficial 
agreement more attractive. The addition of issues could be balanced in the same way, making 
the benefit and suffer condition hurt more and thus more present when negotiating, instead of 
having an all powerful individual choosing the best for himself/herself. Gender was not 
activated in this investigation; therefore, it would be interesting to find out whether these 
differences in the average of individual outcomes could be brought a bit closer to each other 
by simply activating gender stereotype. Future research should focus on finding out to what 
extend well implemented strategic impression management affects the negotiation process, 
and whether training can counteract this effect (e.g. recognizing the type of information that is 
given, distributive, integrative, relevant to the negotiation?). This way levels of perceived 
distrust should disappear. Interdependency could be the moderating factor needed to 
counteract the effects of power dispersion. Future research should also take social motives 
into account when assigning power to an individual. There is a plenty of research showing the 
difference in behaviour of pro-self and pro-social individuals (see, Steinel, Utz & Koning, 
2010) 
As for the experiment itself, it would be interesting to see whether participants would 
utilize the mandatory and optional issues differently, if they were given in a different way 
(e.g. 5 red cards for the mandatory issues, with a labelled on top “mandatory issue”, and 3 
blue cards for the optional issues labelled “not mandatory”), making the distinction very clear 
between what you have to negotiate and where you can stop. 
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Practical implications 
 
The current study has a couple of notable implications. Giving all the power to a 
single individual is a bad idea, especially when this individual is driven by pro-self motives. 
Therefore, it would be wise to take a couple of things into account. The first one, if a 
leader/boss must be chosen, then it would be wise to choose a pro-social individual, who is 
motivated to act with the groups’ interest in mind (Steinel, Utz, & Koning, 2010). The second 
one would be to motivate cooperation from both the group and the leader, which can be done 
by installing a group reward structure. In a negotiation setting, having pro-social negotiators 
combined with the group reward structure will likely result in better group outcomes for both 
parties. Powerful pro-self negotiators who have the final word on every decision or deal are 
more likely to exploit their weak counterpart, and are detrimental to integrative resolutions.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The main goal of this study was to answer the following questions: how does the 
addition of optional issues affect the negotiation process, and how does power affect this 
value creation process? In other words, who is likely to create value, the boss or the 
subordinate? Results from this investigation show that having an all powerful negotiator is a 
bad idea, especially when paired with the option of having additional issues, which led to 
more one-sided gains for the boss. Individuals with power have the tendency of allocating 
more resources to themselves than they do to others. In the case of adding new issues to the 
deal, powerful negotiators seem not to be that concern with whether they benefit or suffer 
from them, using the additional issues how they see fit, and still achieving better individual 
outcomes than their counterparts. There were no significant differences in the individual 
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outcomes of men compared to women. However, the individual average for outcome was 
higher for men compared to women. Sharing information is an important component for 
building trust and cooperation when one tries to reach an integrative agreement. Results 
suggest that both participants perceived themselves to be open, sharing information, but not 
all according to the reports. However, feelings of distrust were higher among the less 
powerful negotiator compared to the powerful negotiator. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Informed consent 
 
 
This game is a student Master’s graduation project of Leiden University in the Netherlands. 
 You will play a negotiation game and fill in a short questionnaire afterwards.  
 This will take between 15 and 25 minutes.  
 Participation is voluntary and you may stop at any time if you wish.            
 You participate anonymously.  
 The game may be audio-recorded, in order to analyze the negotiation process.  
 The recordings and all your responses are treated confidentially.  
 
In case of complaints, you can contact dr. W. Steinel, Leiden University: 
wsteinel@fsw.leidenuniv.nl   
 
Thank you for taking part in this project! 
 
Please sign below to indicate that you accept these condition. 
 
__________________________,  _____________________ 
Place     Date 
  
Name Signature 
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Appendix 2 
 
Debriefing 
 
About this research 
  
The goal of this research is to get more insight into the process and strategies used in 
negotiations. Especially the influence of power differences (whether someone has the role of 
the boss or not) and the differences between men and women based on social power 
differences, that is, men are supposed to have higher status, thus more power and 
consequently act more dominant and less cooperatively and thus achieve better outcomes than 
women in negotiations. 
  
The main question of this research is: Do power differences influence the probability of 
reaching a mutually beneficial agreement? So if one person is put in a high power position, 
does that mean that this person is less likely to help the other negotiator finding solutions 
which are good for both, are powerful people less cooperative in general? And how is this 
influenced by gender?  Do eventual differences between the behavior of men and women 
disappear (or are differences more pronounced) when the women are put in a high power 
position? Do act women in the same way as men, when having power? Or are they still more 
cooperative? 
  
If you want to know more about this research, you can leave your name and email 
address on the reverse side of this form, and you will receive a research report once it is 
finished. For questions or complaints, you can send an email to the undersigned. 
  
Please do not talk about this research with others, so that the behavior of future 
participants is not influenced by prior knowledge!  
  
 
Alex de Wilde Granada (s1120301@umail.leidenuniv.nl) 
Laura König (s1828924@umail.leidenuniv.nl) 
Renzo Scheffer (g.r.r.scheffer@umail.leidenuniv.nl) 
Dr. Wolfgang Steinel, Leiden University (wsteinel@fsw.leidenuniv.nl) 
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Appendix 3 
  THE SANDWICH BAR “Yummy!” 
Group number 
 
 
 
Version 
 
 
 
 
   B+  20161220  B- 
 
 
Mark/Mary and Louis/Lisa are running a sandwich bar together. You are Mark/Mary and 
you are the boss of the sandwich bar. 
 
In order to ensure a smoothly going business you have a meeting where you discuss a number 
of problems. You must agree on a solution for the following five problems, otherwise, you 
cannot run the bar together:  
 
Work shifts: How long are the work shifts? 
Day closed: On which day should the bar be closed? 
Sandwiches: Do you sell vegetarian, fish or meat sandwiches? 
Tips: How to divide the tips? 
Cleaning: Who should clean the bar?  
 
For each of these problems, there are several solutions. You need to reach an agreement for 
these five problems. This means, you need to select one solution which then holds for both 
negotiators. If you cannot agree on a solution for a problem, then you, the boss, have to 
decide which solution to choose.  
 
There are three more problems about which you may want to talk. If you want, you can find 
an agreement on these issues, too. Note, however, that these problems are not necessary to be 
solved, in order to run the sandwich bar together: 
Stroopwafels: Should you sell stroopwafels? 
Ingredients: Should you use only certified regional or organic ingredients? 
Juice: Should you sell fresh juice? 
 
For each problem, you have a preference for one of the solutions. With each solution, you can 
earn or lose a certain amount of points.   
 
Take a look at laminated sheet: You prefer the solutions where you earn most points (.i.e., the 
highest black numbers). The negative numbers printed in red indicate an undesirable 
solutions where you lose points.  
 
The aim of this game is to negotiate the best possible agreement for yourself. Your goal 
therefore is to earn as many total points as possible for yourself. You need to reach an 
agreement for at least the five urgent problems above, otherwise, you earn no points at all. 
 
Important note: You can talk about everything, but do not show the point sheet to 
Louis/Lisa! 
 
Please answer the questions on the reverse side to make sure that all instructions were clear.  
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To make sure that all the instructions were clear, please answer the questions below. 
1.  How many points do you earn on the issue "work shift" if you agree on a 6h shift? 
(Mark the correct answer.) 
□ 0 points 
□ +1 point (that is, you earn one point) 
□  ̶ 1 point (that is, you lose one point) 
 
2.  Which solution do you prefer for the problem “Cleaning schedule”? 
(In other words, for which solutions would you earn most points?) 
□ Hire somebody 
□ Cleans after night shift  
□ Cleans before day shift 
 
3. For which of the two problems "Day Closed" and "Sandwiches" is it  
more important to find the best possible solution for you? 
(In other words, on which of these two problems can you earn more points?) 
□ Day Closed 
□ Sandwiches 
□ Both are equally important to me 
 
4. Who is most powerful in your team? 
□ Louis/Lisa 
□ Mark/Mary 
□ We are equally powerful 
 
You will get a signal to start. You have 20 minutes to negotiate. Good luck! 
 
 
After your negotiation, please mark which solution you have selected:  
 
Work Shifts   
□ 6 hours 
□ 8 hours 
□ 9.5 hours 
 
Day Closed  
□ Closed on Saturday 
□ Closed on Sunday  
□ Closed on Monday  
 
Division of Tips  
□ Share all the tips with everyone 
□ Share 75%, keep rest for oneself 
□ Share 50%, keep rest for oneself 
□ Share 25%, keep rest for oneself 
□ Keep all the tips for oneself 
 
Sandwiches  
□ Only vegetarian 
□ Vegetarian & fish 
□ Vegetarian, fish & meat 
Cleaning Schedule  
□ Hire somebody 
□ Clean after night shift 
□ Clean before day shift 
 
Ingredients  
□ No agreement about ingredients  
□ Regional products 
□ Only certified organic 
 
Stroopwafels  
□ No agreement about stroopwafels 
□ Sealed stroopwafels  
□ Fresh stroopwafels  
 
Fresh Juice  
□ No agreement about fresh juice 
□ Fresh orange juice 
□ Fresh juice of several fruits 
 
Please continue with the short questionnaire. 
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  THE SANDWICH BAR “Yummy!” 
Group number 
 
 
 
Version 
 
 
 
 
   B+  20161220  B- 
 
 
Mark/Mary and Louis/Lisa are running a sandwich bar together. You are Louis/Lisa. Mark/Mary is the 
boss of the sandwich bar. 
 
In order to ensure a smoothly going business you have a meeting where you discuss a number of problems. 
You must agree on a solution for the following five problems, otherwise, you cannot run the bar together:  
● Work shifts: How long are the work shifts? 
● Day closed: On which day should the bar be closed? 
● Sandwiches: Do you sell vegetarian, fish or meat sandwiches? 
● Tips: How to divide the tips? 
● Cleaning: Who should clean the bar?  
 
For each of these problems, there are several solutions. You need to reach an agreement for these five 
problems. This means, you need to select one solution which then holds for both negotiators. If you cannot 
agree on a solution for a problem, then Mark/Mary, the boss, will decide which solution to choose.  
 
There are three more problems about which you may want to talk. If you want, you can find an agreement 
on these issues, too. Note, however, that these problems are not necessary to be solved, in order to run the 
sandwich bar together: 
● Stroopwafels: Should you sell stroopwafels? 
● Ingredients: Should you use only certified regional or organic ingredients? 
● Juice: Should you sell fresh juice? 
 
For each problem, you have a preference for one of the solutions. With each solution, you can earn or lose a 
certain amount of points.  
 
Take a look at laminated sheet: You prefer the solutions where you earn most points (.i.e., the highest black 
numbers). The negative numbers printed in red indicate an undesirable solutions where you lose points.  
 
The aim of this game is to negotiate the best possible agreement for yourself. Your goal therefore is to earn 
as many total points as possible for yourself. You need to reach an agreement for at least the five urgent 
problems above, otherwise, you earn no points at all. 
 
Important note: You can talk about everything, but do not show the point sheet to Mark/Mary! 
 
 
Please answer the questions on the reverse side to make sure that all instructions were clear. 
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To make sure that all the instructions were clear, please answer the questions below. 
1.  How many points do you earn on the issue "work shift" if you agree on a 6h shift? 
(Mark the correct answer.) 
□ 0 points 
□ +1 point (that is, you earn one point) 
□  ̶ 1 point (that is, you lose one point) 
 
2.  Which solution do you prefer for the problem “Cleaning schedule”? 
(In other words, for which solutions would you earn most points?) 
□ Hire somebody 
□ Cleans after night shift  
□ Cleans before day shift 
 
3. For which of the two problems "Day Closed" and "Sandwiches" is it  
more important to find the best possible solution for you? 
(In other words, on which of these two problems can you earn more points?) 
□ Day Closed 
□ Sandwiches 
□ Both are equally important to me 
 
4. Who is most powerful in your team? 
□ Louis/Lisa 
□ Mark/Mary 
□ We are equally powerful 
 
You will get a signal to start. You have 20 minutes to negotiate. Good luck! 
 
 
After your negotiation, please mark which solution you have selected:  
 
Work Shifts   
□ 6 hours 
□ 8 hours 
□ 9.5 hours 
 
Day Closed  
□ Closed on Saturday 
□ Closed on Sunday  
□ Closed on Monday  
 
Division of Tips  
□ Share all the tips with everyone 
□ Share 75%, keep rest for oneself 
□ Share 50%, keep rest for oneself 
□ Share 25%, keep rest for oneself 
□ Keep all the tips for oneself 
 
Sandwiches 
□ Only vegetarian 
□ Vegetarian & fish 
□ Vegetarian, fish & meat 
 
 
Cleaning Schedule  
□ Hire somebody 
□ Clean after night shift 
□ Clean before day shift 
 
Ingredients  
□ No agreement about ingredients  
□ Regional products 
□ Only certified organic 
 
Stroopwafels  
□ No agreement about stroopwafels 
□ Sealed stroopwafels  
□ Fresh stroopwafels  
 
Fresh Juice  
□ No agreement about fresh juice 
□ Fresh orange juice 
□ Fresh juice of several fruits 
 
Please continue with the short questionnaire.
Appendix 4 
 
-A-  
Please answer the following questions 
after your negotiation. 
 Group number: 
O  Purple 
O  Blue 
How much do you agree with the following statements?  
not                           very 
at all                      much 
I liked the way we negotiated. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
The atmosphere during the negotiation was agreeable. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
If I actually worked in the bar, I would like to continue working there. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
If I actually worked in the bar, I would consider quitting the job after this negotiation. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I considered breaking off the negotiation at some point. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
In the negotiation, I found it very important to take the other’s interests into account. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
In the negotiation, I found it very important to take my own interests into account. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
It was crucial for me that the other gets a good deal as well. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I wanted to achieve an agreement that is satisfying for both of us. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
During the negotiation, I could basically decide whatever I wanted. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
In the negotiation, I had a powerful position. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
In the negotiation, I was dependent on the other player in order to reach a deal. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I cared about having a trustworthy relationship with the other negotiator. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
During the game I trusted the other. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
Everyone got the possibility to voice their opinion. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
Our team practiced open communication. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I shared information about my true preferences and priority. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I told my counterpart what was important to me. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
In negotiations, not telling the whole story is part of the game. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I strategically withheld information. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I gave inaccurate information in order to get a better deal. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
 
Please indicate how often during the negotiation you acted in ways stated below.   
not                           very 
at all                      often 
I gave in to the wishes of the other player. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I adapted to the other party’s goals and interests.  1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I insisted we both give in a little. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I strove whenever possible towards a 50-50 compromise. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I pushed my own point of view. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I searched for gains for myself. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I fought for a good outcome for myself. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I stood for my own and the other’s goals and interests. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I examined everyone’s ideas to find the best solution. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I worked out a solution that best served my own as well as the other’s interests. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I avoided differences of opinion as much as possible. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
I tried to avoid a confrontation with the other. 1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
lease turn over. 
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How much do you agree with the following statements? not at all                   very much 
I decided in which order we discussed the problems. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I thought we got a better agreement if we solve the important problems instead of talking 
about stroopwafels, fresh juice and/or ingredients. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I thought we would get a better agreement is we try and find a solution for about stroopwafels, 
fresh juice and/or ingredients as well. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I listened to the other person’s interests before making decisions. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I willingly granted points to the other player. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I sacrificed my own points in order to help other player. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I was willing to talk about a problem where I would have lost points. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I rejected to accept a solution for which I lose points (i.e., get minus points). 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I wanted to select a solution for the problem ingredients. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I preferred not to discuss ingredients. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
The other person wanted to talk about ingredients. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I wanted to select a solution for the problem stroopwafels. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I preferred not to discuss stroopwafels. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
The other person wanted to talk about stroopwafels. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I wanted to select a solution for the problem fresh juice. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
I preferred not to discuss fresh juice. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
The other person wanted to talk about fresh juice. 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 
 
Did you negotiate any of the three problems stroopwafels, fresh juice and ingredients?         ⧠ Yes.       ⧠ No. 
Why? or Why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
Did you know the person with whom you negotiated before this exercise? 
□ Yes, this person is my partner/wife/husband/we live together/ we are in a relationship 
□ Yes, we have been friends or close acquaintances before 
□ Yes, we met before, but didn’t know each other very well 
□ No, I talked for the first time with this person 
I am      □ male 
□ female 
 
My age is ________ years. 
My native language is  □ Dutch 
□ other: __________________ 
 
Do you have any remarks or comments? 
 
 
 
 
Version 20161220                                                                             Thank you very much for participating in this study! 
 
Dr. W. Steinel, Leiden University, Wassenaarse Weg 52, 2333 AK Leiden, email: ws te ine l@fsw . le id en un iv. n l  
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Appendix 5 
 
 Possible solution Points for 
Mark/Mary 
Points for 
Louis/Lisa 
You MUST 
negotiate this: 
   
Work shifts 
[integrative issue]  
6 hours 
8 hours 
9.5 hours 
0 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
0 
Day closed 
[integrative issue] 
Closed on Saturday 
Closed on Sunday  
Closed on Monday  
0 
4 
2 
2 
0 
1 
Division of tips 
[Distributive issue] 
Share all the tips with 
everyone 
Share 75%, keep rest for 
oneself 
Share 50%, keep rest for 
oneself 
Share 25%, keep rest for 
oneself 
Keep all the tips for oneself 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Sandwiches 
[Integrative issue] 
Only vegetarian 
Vegetarian & fish 
Vegetarian, fish & meat 
0 
1 
2 
4 
2 
0 
Cleaning schedule 
[Integrative issue] 
Hire somebody 
Clean after night shift 
Clean before day shift 
0 
4 
1 
4 
0 
1 
You CAN negotiate 
this: 
   
Ingredients 
[Distributive issue] 
No agreement about certified 
ingredients  
Regional products 
Only certified organic 
0 
2 
4 
0 
-1 
-2 
Stroopwafels 
[Distributive issue] 
No agreement about 
stroopwafels 
Sealed stroopwafels  
Fresh stroopwafels  
0 
2 
4 
0 
-1 
-2 
Juice 
[Distributive issue] 
No agreement about fresh 
juice 
Fresh orange juice 
Fresh juice of several fruits 
0 
2 
4 
0 
-1 
-2 
 
